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11 IntroductionWith the enormous growth in the number and size of bibliographic, full text and otherelectronic information sources, information service providers are under constant pressureto provide their users with the most relevant items of information, in response to theirinformation needs. Each information item in these databases has several clues (propertiesor content representations) about relevance in the form of natural language text (e.g., title,abstract, full text), manually assigned index terms, subject categories, etc. Similarly, avariety of clues can be obtained from the users about their information needs (e.g., naturallanguage descriptions, term importance, known relevant papers, etc.). In Appendix 1, therelevant portions of a completed user pro�le information sheet used in a SDI service areshown, to illustrate the way this information is obtained (Rajashekar, 1988).The descriptions of information needs are typically used to construct Boolean queries forBoolean logic (or exact-match) retrieval systems. While these systems are quite e�ectivefor some kinds of searching (e.g., known-item searching), when it comes to more generalsearching or for untrained users, they often result in either no output, not enough output, ortoo much output (Cooper, 1988; Maron, 1988). To address these problems, systems basedon \best-match" retrieval models have been developed which rank the retrieved documentsby a score which is based on the probability of relevance of the document to the query. Thebest known of such models are the vector space and probabilistic retrieval models (Salton &McGill, 1983; Bookstein, 1985; Belkin & Croft, 1987; Turtle & Croft, 1990).Systems based on best-match retrieval typically support simple natural language queriesand automatic document indexing. This type of system has consistently performed muchbetter than the exact-match techniques under laboratory conditions using test collections ofa few thousand records, and we have begun to see the commercialization of these techniquesand evaluation of their e�ectiveness with large text databases (Wagers, 1992; Callan & Croft,1993; Harman & Candela, 1991; Callan et al., 1992).Many of the experiments that have been done with best-match systems have used verysimple representations of documents and queries relative to what is available in an opera-tional setting, as described above. Some results have been obtained, however, using multiplerepresentations. These results show that a) a given query will retrieve di�erent documentswhen applied to di�erent representations, even when the average retrieval performance (re-call/precision) achieved with each representation is similar (Katzer et al., 1982; Croft &



2Harper, 1979), b) documents retrieved by multiple representations are more likely to berelevant (Katzer et al., 1982; Fox et al., 1988; Croft et al., 1989), c) given a single natu-ral language description of an information need, di�erent searchers will formulate di�erentqueries to represent di�erent aspects of that need and will retrieve di�erent documents, evenwhen average performance is similar for each searcher (Katzer et al., 1982; McGill et al.,1979; Saracevic & Kantor, 1988), and d) documents retrieved by multiple searchers andsearch strategies are more likely to be relevant (Saracevic & Kantor, 1988; Turtle & Croft,1991a; Belkin et al., 1993).These results indicate that signi�cant improvements in retrieval e�ectiveness may be pos-sible if we can combine results obtained by using multiple document representations and querystrategies. By adopting retrieval techniques that support this capability, operational retrievalsystems can better exploit the variety of document and query clues that already exist.Recently, an inference network-based probabilistic retrieval model has been proposedwhich views information retrieval as an evidential reasoning process in which multiple sourcesof evidence about document and query content are combined to estimate the probabilitythat a given document matches an information need (Turtle & Croft, 1990). Di�erentrepresentations of the document content, di�erent representations of the information need,and domain knowledge such as a thesaurus can all be taken into account under this model.INQUERY, a retrieval system based on this model, supports sophisticated indexing andcomplex query formulation (Callan et al., 1992). INQUERY has been used successfully on avariety of text databases ranging up to a few gigabytes in size.In the study reported in this paper, our research goal was to demonstrate the exibilityof the inference net model in combining manual and automatic index representations indocuments and user queries. The study is an extension of other experiments with INQUERYthat have used multiple query and document representations (Turtle & Croft, 1991a; Belkinet al., 1993; Callan & Croft, 1993). The signi�cance of the experiments presented here,compared to the previous work, is that they use representations that are commonly availablein information services, they investigate more combinations of representations, and theyexamine the simultaneous use of multiple query and document representations. This workalso extends the original work of Katzer (Katzer et al., 1982) in that more combinations ofrepresentations are studied and, more importantly, does this in the context of a retrievalmodel designed for combining representations.



3In more speci�c terms, we report the results of a series of experiments conducted usingINQUERY to evaluate the following hypotheses:1. Signi�cant improvements in retrieval e�ectiveness can be obtained by combiningmultiple document representations for a given representation of the informationneed.2. Signi�cant improvements in retrieval e�ectiveness can be obtained by combiningresults from multiple index representations in queries.3. Signi�cant improvements in retrieval e�ectiveness can be obtained by combiningresults from multiple query types.Our interest here is in index representations for subject access like controlled vocabularyterms, classi�cation codes, subject headings, indexer selected terms and phrases from naturallanguage text (keywords), automatically generated index terms, etc. The \query type"mentioned in the third hypothesis refers to the way the query is expressed in the INQUERYlanguage. Examples of query types are Boolean queries, simple natural language queries,queries containing phrases, and queries with weighted terms.In section 2 we briey describe the probabilistic inference net model which is the basisof our experiments. In section 3 we describe the experimental methodology. In section 4we present the experimental results and a discussion of these results. Section 5 contains theconclusions.2 Probabilistic Inference Network Retrieval ModelThe experiments described in sections 3 and 4 were carried out using the INQUERY retrievalengine developed at the Information Retrieval Laboratory in the University of Massachusetts.In what follows, we give a brief description of the inference net model on which this systemis based, and the INQUERY query language. More details of INQUERY can be found in(Callan et al., 1992) and the inference net model in (Turtle, 1990; Turtle & Croft, 1991b;Turtle & Croft, 1991a). In this paper, the emphasis will be on the ability of the model tohandle multiple sources of evidence.The inference net model is a probabilistic retrieval model in that it follows the ProbabilityRanking Principle. A probabilistic model calculates P(RelevantjDocument,Query), which is



4the probability that a user decides a document is relevant given a particular document andquery (Robertson, 1977). The inference net model takes a slightly di�erent approach inthat it computes P(IjDocument), which is the probability that a user's information needis satis�ed given a particular document. The inference net model is based on Bayesianinference networks (Pearl, 1988). These are directed, acyclic dependency graphs (DAG) inwhich nodes represent propositional variables or constants and edges represent dependencerelations between propositions. If a proposition represented by a node p \causes" or impliesthe proposition represented by node q, we draw a directed edge from p to q. The nodeq contains a matrix (a link matrix) that speci�es P (qjp) for all possible values of the twovariables. In other words, the matrix speci�es P (q is truejp is true), P (q is truejp is false),P (q is falsejp is true), and P (q is falsejp is false). When a node has multiple parents,the matrix speci�es the dependence of that node on the set of parents and characterizes thedependence relationship between that node and all nodes representing its potential causes.Given a set of prior probabilities for the roots of the network, these networks can be used tocompute the probability or degree of belief associated with all remaining nodes.Fig. 1 shows the basic document retrieval inference network used in INQUERY. It consistsof two component networks : one for documents and one for queries. The document networkis built once for a collection and the structure does not change during query processing.It consists of document nodes (dj's) and concept representation nodes (rm's). The conceptrepresentation nodes or representation nodes can be divided into several subsets, each corre-sponding to a single representation technique that has been applied to the document texts.For example, if the phrase \information retrieval" has been extracted automatically and \in-formation retrieval" has been manually assigned as an index term, then two representationnodes with distinct meanings will be created. We represent the assignment of a speci�crepresentation concept to a document by a directed arc to the representation node.Each representation node contains a speci�cation of the conditional probability associ-ated with the node given its set of parent nodes. While, in principle, computation of thisprobability would require O(2n) space for a node with n parents, since we only consider onedocument at a time in this model, a simple estimation formula can be used. The probabilityestimate that is used (Turtle & Croft, 1991a) is very similar to the tf.idf weights used in
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�ZZZZ~ BBBN @@@R ���=��	ZZZ~Figure 1: Basic document inference networkmany previous IR experiments (Salton & McGill, 1983). The actual formula used was0:4 + 0:6 � (0:4 + 0:6 � log(tf + 0:5)log(maxtf + 1:0)) � log( collectionsizef )log(collectionsize) (1)where tf is the frequency (of the term associated with the representation node) in thedocument, maxtf is the maximum term frequency in the document, and f is the number ofdocuments in which the term occurs.The query network is an \inverted" DAG with a single leaf node (I) representing theuser's information need, one or more representations of that information need (qk's), andmultiple roots that correspond to the concept representation nodes. The qk nodes are usedin cases where multiple queries are used to represent the information need. Examples of thisare when both a Boolean query and a simple natural language query are used (Turtle &Croft, 1991a), or when multiple versions of a query are generated by search intermediaries(Belkin et al., 1993).A query is processed by constructing the query network and attaching it to the documentnetwork. The attachment of the query concept nodes to the document network has noe�ect on the structure of the document network. The probability that the information needis met given a particular document dj is computed by setting the value of the dj nodeto true and computing the probabilities associated with each node in the query network,



6OPERATOR ACTION#and Speci�es that all terms should be present in the document.#or Speci�es that any of the speci�ed terms should be present.#not Speci�es that the term should not be present.#sum Speci�es that the more terms present, the better.#wsum Speci�es that some terms are more important than others,but also that the more present, the better.#max Speci�es that the term with the highest associatedprobability is the most important. A form of synonym operator.#n Speci�es that the terms should be present, in order,with at most n � 1 words between them.#uwn Speci�es the terms should be present, in any order,in a text window of size n.#phrase Speci�es that the terms should be present as asimple noun phrase. The way that probabilities arecombined for these terms depends on the statistics for thephrase in the document collection (Croft et al., 1991).#syn A synonym operator where all terms are treated as equivalent.Table 1: The operators in the INQUERY query language.given this evidence. Probabilities are computed using the indexing weight speci�cations(term frequency, inverse document frequency, etc.) associated with the representation nodes.This is repeated for each document in the network and the probabilities used to rank thedocuments. Simplifying assumptions made for e�cient implementation of inference networks,their construction and evaluation, are discussed in (Turtle & Croft, 1991b).The INQUERY query language provides a set of operators to specify concepts and rela-tionships between concepts. This language is not designed to be used by searchers directlybut rather is a target language for the user interface. In terms of the inference net model,the query language operators specify the structure and node types of the query network.All the operators, therefore, combine probabilities from parent nodes. In an inference netmodel, the concepts represented by the parent nodes are treated as independent sources ofevidence for the new concept de�ned by the query operator. The #and operator, for exam-ple, is a probabilistic version of Boolean AND that combines the parent node probabilitiesby multiplying them. This follows from the assumption that the concept represented by the#and only represents a document when all parent concepts also represent that document.Table 1 lists the current set of operators. New operators can be added to represent di�erentlinguistic structures or relationships.



7These operators use simpli�ed expressions to calculate the probability for the associatednode in the query network. The derivation of these expressions and their use are given in(Turtle, 1990). For a query node Q with parents P1,: : : ,Pn where P(P1 = true)=p1,: : : ,P(Pn =true)=pn, the expressions for some of the operators are :Pnot(Q) = 1� p1 (2)Por(Q) = 1� (1 � p1) � : : : � (1� pn) (3)Pand(Q) = p1 � p2 � : : : � pn (4)Pmax(Q) = max(p1; p2; : : : ; pn) (5)Pwsum(Q) = (w1p1 + w2p2 + : : :+ wnpn)wq(w1 + w2 + : : :+ wn) (6)Psum(Q) = (p1 + p2 + : : :+ pn)n (7)The #n, #uwn, #phrase and #syn operators calculate probabilities based on the statis-tics of words in the documents. In a sense, they create new indexing concepts. In the caseof #n and #uwn, the number of occurrences of words satisfying the proximity restrictionare used to calculate a tf.idf probability, as with simple concept representation nodes. Forexample, the number of occurrences of the term #3(information retrieval) in the individualdocuments and the collection are used as the tf and f values in the tf.idf probability formula(1). The #syn operator uses the total occurrences for all the terms mentioned as the tf andf values.The #phrase operator is more complicated in that it is treated di�erently based on thestatistics of the word co-occurrences (Croft et al., 1991). The �rst case, where the phrase iscommon, results in the #phrase operator being the same as the #3 operator. The secondcase, where the phrase is moderately frequent, results in the #phrase operator being treatedas #max( #3(terms) #sum(terms) ). The third case, where the phrase is rare, results inthe #phrase operator being ignored and the terms are simply included into the operatorthat included the #phrase. For example, #sum( t1 #phrase(t2 t3)) would become #sum(t1 t2 t3). The statistics that determine which of the three cases apply include the mutualinformation measure (MIM) for the terms in the phrase (van Rijsbergen, 1979) and thefrequency of the #3 occurrences. Speci�cally, the �rst case happens when MIM > 3.0 and



8frequency > 1250. The second case happens when MIM > 1.25 and frequency > 30.Henceforth in this paper, we will use `index representation' to refer to both document andquery representations. The context of usage will clarify whether we are referring to `indexrepresentations' in queries or documents. Furthermore, we will use `query type' and `queryrepresentation' synonymously.The operators given in Table 1 provide a powerful means for combining di�erent indexrepresentations and query types. For example, a Boolean query and a simple natural lan-guage query could be combined using the #sum operator as,#sum( Boolean Query #sum(Natural language))Similarly, di�erent index representations of a query, for example using controlled vocabularyterms, keywords, and simple natural language, can be combined as,#sum( #sum(Thesaurus terms) #sum(Keywords) #sum(Natural language))Furthermore, the #wsum operator can be used to assign weights to individual query or indexrepresentations within these combined representations.3 Experimental MethodologyThe experiments reported in this paper were carried out using standard IR methodologyin which a test collection consisting of documents, queries, and relevance judgements foreach query, is used to generate recall-precision �gures (Sparck Jones & van Rijsbergen,1976). Comparisons of retrieval e�ectiveness are made using tables of precision values at tenstandard recall points (i.e., 10% of relevant documents retrieved, 20% : : :100%)), averagedover a set of queries, for each of the query/index representations and their combination beingevaluated. When two tests are being compared, we show the di�erence as the percentagechange from the baseline test. A di�erence of 5 percent on average is generally consideredsigni�cant, and a 10 percent di�erence is considered very signi�cant (Sparck Jones & Bates,1977). These \rules-of-thumb" are based on di�erences that would be noticeable for a user.Standard tests of signi�cance have generally not been used in recall-precision evaluationsbecause of doubts about their validity (van Rijsbergen, 1979). In these experiments, weused a sign test based on the di�erences in average precision for each of the 50 queries. Withfew exceptions, the signi�cance test supported the rules-of-thumb in that a di�erence of 5%



9or more in the average precision as shown in the recall-precision tables was signi�cant at the.05 level. The exceptions to this are noted in the discussion of the experiments.The experimental results are generally presented as full recall-precision tables. In the caseof the comparison of document representations, however, where there are 12 experimentsinvolved, only the average precision over the 10 recall points is reported. This is done forconciseness, and the general trends are so clear that the relative performance levels at highor low recall points are less important.A primary requirement for this study was the availability of a test collection supportingmultiple representation types. We selected the INSPEC test collection (Katzer et al., 1982)for this study as it supports multiple document representations - controlled vocabulary terms,keywords (indexer selected signi�cant terms and phrases from document titles and abstracts)and the natural language text of titles and abstracts themselves. The INSPEC subjectcategories would have been an interesting additional index representation to use for thisstudy, but unfortunately the test collection records did not include this representation. TheINSPEC test collection contains 12,684 records covering the areas of computer, electrical andelectronic engineering, 84 queries in natural language and standard relevance judgements.Out of the 84 queries in the test collection, we selected 50 queries for this study. This selectionwas made based on the clarity of their expression, enabling accurate identi�cation of keyconcepts and construction of various query strategies required for the study. Selecting theINSPEC test collection for this study has the additional advantage that it is representativeof the bibliographic databases used in many of the operational information retrieval servicecentres, and the observations and conclusions reached in this study would therefore be thatmuch more appropriate for such settings. Most other test collections available for retrievalexperiments do not contain manual indexing (the controlled vocabulary terms and keywords).We �rst generated the following basic automatic and manual index representations andquery types required for this study :A. Index Representations :1. Queries :� Automatic index representation : Indexing each stem in the query text (Tx).This is done by removing stopwords and stemming the remaining words (Salton& McGill, 1983). Note that the indexing is carried out at search time.



10� Manual index representation :(a) Analysis and representation of query concepts using thesaurus terms (Th),and(b) Analysis and representation of query concepts using keywords, i.e., termsand phrases manually identi�ed from the natural language query (KW).During this analysis, the keywords were also assigned weights which wereused to formulate weighted term queries (see below).2. Documents :� Automatic index representation : Indexing each stem in the title and abstracttext �elds (Tx). This is the same process as automatic query indexing.� Manual index representation : Indexing each word in thesaurus terms (Th) andkeywords (KW).B. Query Types :1. Natural language query formulated as a probabilistic query using the #sum oper-ator (Tx).2. Boolean query, formulated using keywords and the Boolean operators #and, #orand #not (BOOL).3. Weighted term query, formulated as a probabilistic weighted sum query using key-words and the #wsum operator (WTERM). Two sets of weighted term queries weregenerated using a scale of two and three importance levels - most important (1.0)and less important (0.5), and most important (1.0), moderately important (0.5)and less important (0.3).It may be noted that within the index representations in queries, multi-word terms inkeywords and thesaurus terms were represented as phrases using the #phrase operator. Inthe subsequent sections of the paper we will use the abbreviations shown inside the bracketsas short hand notation to refer to their respective representations.Many operational information retrieval systems either support some or all of these indexand query representations or possess enough details from which these representations canbe easily generated (see, for example, Appendix 1). These individual representations arecombined to generate speci�c combinations required for evaluating the research hypotheses



11of this study. Details of speci�c combinations produced are discussed in Section 4. Weconducted three sets of experiments corresponding to the three hypotheses. In the �rstset of experiments, we compared the performance of single index representations in queries(Th, KW, Tx) on the document �le indexed on one, two and three sources of evidence (Th,KW, Tx). In the second set of experiments, while keeping the sources of evidence in thedocument �le the same (a combination of Th, Tx and KW), we compared the performanceof combined index representations in queries generated by a combination of two (Th,Tx;Th,KW; Tx,KW) and three index representations (Th,Tx,KW). In the third set of experi-ments we compared the performance of individual query types (Tx, BOOL, WTERM) withtheir combined representation (Tx,BOOL; Tx,WTERM). The results of these experimentsare presented in the following section.As an example of the types of queries that were produced, the following is the originaltext of one of the queries in the test collection.I am interested in the area of document representation in information retrieval, particu-larly controlled vocabulary systems. Anything on controlled vocabularies (i.e. thesauri,subject index terms) would be useful but other things on document representation mightbe as well for comparative purposes.The following variations of this query were produced manually using the original textand, for the Th queries, the thesaurus as the source vocabulary.1. The Tx version of this query simply puts a #sum operator around this text. Stemmingand stopword removal takes place when the query is processed.2. The query formulated using controlled vocabulary terms (Th) was as follows:#sum( indexing,#phrase(information retrieval systems),#phrase(information retrieval),thesauri,vocabulary )3. The query formulated using keywords (KW) was:#sum( #phrase(document representation),#phrase(information retrieval),



12#phrase(controlled vocabulary systems),thesauri,#phrase(subject index terms) )4. The Boolean version of the query (BOOL) was:#and(#phrase(document representation)#phrase(information retrieval)#or(#phrase(controlled vocabulary)thesauri#phrase(subject index terms) ) )5. One of the weighted sum versions (WTERM) was:#wsum( 1.01.0 #phrase(document representation),0.5 vocabulary,0.5 thesauri,0.5 #phrase(subject index terms),0.5 #phrase(information retrieval) )6. Combinations of these representations were done using the #sum or #wsum operator.For example, the following is the query for the combined Boolean and natural languagequeries:#wsum( 1.01.0 #and(#phrase(document representation) #phrase(information retrieval)#or( #phrase(controlled vocabulary) thesauri #phrase(subject index terms) ) )1.0 #sum( I am interested in the area of document representation in informationretrieval, particularly controlled vocabulary systems. Anything on controlled vocab-ularies - thesauri, subject index terms would be useful but other things on documentrepresentation might be as well for comparative purposes. ) )



13Document Index Files (Collection Size : 12684 docs.)Th KW Tx Th,KW Th,Tx KW,Tx Th,KW,TxUnique Stems 1851 9722 17983 9840 18068 18323 18383Max stem frequency 3162 4821 11833 7508 14520 16654 19341(comput) (system) (system) (system) (system) (system) (system)Stem occurrences 61872 144146 579290 206018 641162 723436 785308Postings 56975 125889 417592 155119 444834 426836 450342Max within doc freq 8 10 32 10 32 32 32Table 2: Summary of collection statistics4 Experimental ResultsWe discuss the results in terms of the three hypotheses.Hypothesis 1 : Signi�cant improvements in retrieval e�ectiveness can be obtained by com-bining multiple document representations for a given representation of the information need.To test this hypothesis, we used three query �les, each �le consisting of the 50 queriesrepresented in a speci�c index representation. Queries in the �rst two �les were formulatedusing the manual index representations `Th' and `KW' and the third �le consisted of thenatural language queries (Tx) providing the automatic index representation. Probabilisticsum (operator #sum) was used as the search strategy.Seven document inference network �les were generated using the INSPEC records :1. Three �les of single source of evidence - Thesaurus (Th), keywords - indexer selectedterms and phrases from title and abstracts (KW) and natural language text (titles andabstracts) (Tx),2. Three �les of two sources of evidence - Th,KW; Th,Tx; KW,Tx, and3. A combined �le of all the three sources of evidence - Th,KW,Tx.The collection statistics for these seven index �les is shown in Table 2.Each of the three query �les was processed on the corresponding single evidence (e.g., `Th'query �le on `Th' index �le), two evidence (e.g., `Th' query �le on `Th,Tx' and `Th,KW'index �les) and the combined three evidence (e.g., `Th' query �le on `Th,Tx,KW' index �le)index �les, and the results compared with the standard relevance judgements. A summary



14QUERIES SOURCES OF EVIDENCE (Documents)Single Evidence Two Evidences CombinedTh KW Tx Th,KW Th,Tx KW,Tx Th,KW,TxTh 8.8 - - 12.1 (+37:8) 14.2 (+61:4) - 15.1 (+71:1)KW - 16.5 - 18.7 (+13:7) - 26.1 (+58:2) 27.9 (+69:1)Tx - - 22.3 - 24.0 (+7:9) 24.3 (+9:3) 25.3 (+13:7)Table 3: Single and multiple sources of evidence in documentsof the results obtained is given in Table 3. The �gures shown are average precision obtainedover ten standard recall points. Figures inside the brackets are percentage improvementsobtained by use of two and three sources of evidence in the document �le, over the resultsobtained using a single source of evidence.From Table 3 it can be seen that there is generally a signi�cant improvement in retrievale�ectiveness as we move from the use of single to multiple sources of evidence in the document�le, while the number of sources of evidence in the query remains unaltered. The onlyimprovement in this table that was not rated as signi�cant by the sign test was the Th,Txcombination compared to Tx on its own.The results clearly show that controlled vocabulary terms are not an e�ective represen-tation on their own. They also show, however, that their presence as an additional source ofevidence in the document �le can contribute to the improved performance of queries formedusing other index representations. This is evident if we compare the �gures (Table 3) for`KW' and `Tx' queries on `KW,Tx' and `Th,KW,Tx' document index representations. Whilethe evidence provided by thesaurus terms by themselves is quite weak, their presence in thedocuments improved the performance of KW and Tx queries.Hypothesis 2 : Signi�cant improvements in retrieval e�ectiveness can be obtained by com-bining results from multiple index representations in queries.We evaluated the �rst hypothesis by using di�erent combinations of automatic and manualindex representations as sources of evidence in the document �le and studied their retrievalperformance on queries expressed in a single index representation. To test the second hy-pothesis, we combined manual and automatic index representations in queries and studiedtheir retrieval performance on the same document �le. We generated four query �les, usingthe following combinations of index representations :1. Thesaurus and keyword queries (Th,KW),



152. Thesaurus and natural language queries (Th,Tx),3. Keyword and natural language queries (KW,Tx), and4. Combined query �le of Th,KW, and Tx (Th,KW,Tx).We used the same query �les (i.e., Th, KW and Tx) that were used in the �rst set ofexperiments to generate these combinations. Within each �le, di�erent index representa-tions of a query were combined using the #sum operator. For example, the format of thecombination of a query expressed as Tx and using the thesaurus terms would be #sum(#sum(Th) #sum(Tx)).These four query �les were processed on the combined document index �le of `Th,KW,Tx'and the results evaluated with the standard relevance judgements. We used the combineddocument index �le for these tests as this had produced the best results in the �rst set ofexperiments. The results are given in Tables 4,5 and 6. In each of these tables, the �gures inthe second column are for the queries expressed in a single index representation, the �guresin third and fourth columns are for the queries expressed as a combination of two indexrepresentations and the �gures in the �fth column are for the combination of three indexrepresentations.As general observations, it may be seen from the results shown in Tables 4, 5 and 6 that1. Queries formulated by manually selecting words and phrases outperform the simplenatural language queries (Column 2 of Table 5 and Table 6). This performance im-provement comes from two sources; the removal of unnecessary words and the use ofphrases (Croft et al., 1991).2. Adding automatic index representations (i.e., natural language query Tx) to manualindex representations (i.e., keywords and thesaurus terms) in queries signi�cantly im-proves the performance of these representations (Column 4 of Table 4 and Table 5).Note that the result with keywords is signi�cant at the .05 level even though the im-provement is slightly less than 5%.3. The performance of controlled vocabulary terms in queries can be signi�cantly improvedby combining them with either the natural language query or keywords selected fromthe query (Table 4).



164. The best overall performance was obtained by combining the natural language querieswith manually selected keywords (Column 4 of Table 6 and Table 5). Adding controlledvocabulary terms to these queries reduced performance.Precision (% change) { 50 queriesRecall Th Th,Tx Th,KW Th,KW,Tx10 34.8 49.6 (+42:2) 52.2 (+49:7) 58.7 (+68:5)20 28.1 42.8 (+52:5) 45.9 (+63:4) 50.1 (+78:6)30 23.1 35.3 (+52:7) 40.4 (+74:9) 43.4 (+87:6)40 18.5 29.0 (+56:7) 31.9 (+72:4) 35.3 (+90:3)50 14.4 22.5 (+56:0) 25.9 (+79:7) 28.3 (+95:9)60 11.3 18.9 (+67:0) 20.7 (+82:9) 23.8(+111:0)70 9.0 13.8 (+52:5) 16.1 (+77:8) 18.2(+101:7)80 7.1 10.6 (+48:1) 11.6 (+63:4) 13.4 (+88:4)90 3.6 6.1 (+71:2) 6.5 (+81:9) 8.2(+130:3)100 0.8 2.4(+186:3) 3.0(+254:5) 3.3(+287:0)average 15.1 23.1 (+53:1) 25.4 (+68:5) 28.3 (+87:4)Table 4: Combining thesaurus terms with keyword and automatic index representations in queriesPrecision (% change) { 50 queriesRecall KW Th,KW KW,Tx Th,KW,Tx10 64.3 52.2 (�18:8) 65.2 (+1:5) 58.7 (�8:6)20 53.6 45.9 (�14:4) 54.7 (+2:1) 50.1 (�6:5)30 41.7 40.4 (�3:1) 45.5 (+9:2) 43.4 (+4:0)40 31.9 31.9 (+0:1) 34.1 (+6:8) 35.3 (+10:6)50 27.1 25.9 (�4:3) 27.8 (+2:7) 28.3 (+4:3)60 22.3 20.7 (�7:2) 23.3 (+4:5) 23.8 (+7:0)70 16.9 16.1 (�5:2) 17.8 (+5:2) 18.2 (+7:6)80 12.1 11.6 (�3:9) 13.2 (+8:8) 13.4 (+10:8)90 7.1 6.5 (�9:4) 7.9 (+10:9) 8.2 (+14:7)100 1.6 3.0 (+82:4) 2.0 (+24:7) 3.3 (+99:2)average 27.9 25.4 (�8:8) 29.2 (+4:6) 28.3 (+1:4)Table 5: Combining keywords with thesaurus and automatic index representations in queriesWhen the last point is examined in more detail, the results show that addition of the-saurus terms to automatic index representations (Tx) improved precision at middle and highrecall points, while lowering precision at low recall points. Their addition to keywords low-ered precision at all recall levels except the highest. But when all three index representationswere combined in the queries, thesaurus terms helped in improving precision at middle and



17Precision (% change) { 50 queriesRecall Tx Th,Tx KW,Tx Th,KW,Tx10 63.8 49.6 (�22:3) 65.2 (+2:3) 58.7 (�7:9)20 50.2 42.8 (�14:8) 54.7 (+8:9) 50.1 (�0:2)30 38.2 35.3 (�7:5) 45.5 (+19:4) 43.4 (+13:7)40 28.6 29.0 (+1:4) 34.1 (+19:0) 35.3 (+23:2)50 23.5 22.5 (�4:4) 27.8 (+18:2) 28.3 (+20:0)60 17.9 18.9 (+5:4) 23.3 (+30:0) 23.8 (+33:2)70 13.3 13.8 (+3:8) 17.8 (+34:3) 18.2 (+37:3)80 9.9 10.6 (+6:6) 13.2 (+33:1) 13.4 (+35:6)90 5.9 6.1 (+2:6) 7.9 (+33:4) 8.2 (+38:0)100 1.8 2.4 (+35:8) 2.0 (+14:9) 3.3 (+83:6)average 25.3 23.1 (�8:8) 29.2 (+15:2) 28.3 (+11:7)Table 6: Combining automatic index terms with thesaurus and keywords in querieshigh recall levels, while lowering precision at the top two recall levels. To see why this washappening, we looked at the probabilities (belief estimates) produced by these three repre-sentations and noticed that the probabilities produced by thesaurus terms were much higherthan that produced by keywords and Tx. These higher probabilities seem to be produceddue to the low collection frequencies of these terms in the test collection resulting in highinverse document frequencies. Consequently, when the rankings are combined, documents re-trieved by thesaurus terms, which include both relevant and non relevant documents, tend todominate the relevant documents retrieved by other index representations. We reformulatedthe combined index representation query as a weighted sum query (#wsum operator) andran a series of experiments lowering the weight of thesaurus queries. The best performancewas achieved when the thesaurus term queries were scaled by a factor of 0.3. The result issigni�cantly better than any of the other combined query representations. The results aregiven in Table 7. Similar results have been reported with respect to ACM CR classi�cationcategories in the CACM test collection (Turtle, 1990).Hypothesis 3 : Signi�cant improvements in retrieval e�ectiveness can be obtained by com-bining results from multiple query types.The query types we investigate here are the natural language queries (Tx), Boolean queries(BOOL) and weighted term queries (WTERM). The rationale for using these types forevaluating this hypothesis is that most operational retrieval systems use Boolean queries andthese are usually constructed from the natural language description of the user's information



18Precision (% change) { 50 queriesRecall Th,KW,Tx Th,KW,Tx (Th 0.3)10 58.7 66.5 (+13:3)20 50.1 55.1 (+10:0)30 43.4 47.8 (+10:3)40 35.3 38.1 (+8:1)50 28.3 32.2 (+14:0)60 23.8 25.0 (+5:1)70 18.2 19.8 (+8:5)80 13.4 14.0 (+4:5)90 8.2 8.7 (+6:4)100 3.3 2.6 (�19:5)average 28.3 31.0 (+9:7)Table 7: Reducing the weight of thesaurus termsneeds. By way of additional information that can facilitate Boolean query formulation, manyof these systems also collect from the user a list of terms to be used for searching, and theimportance they attach to these terms. Given this, we felt it would be interesting to �ndout the improvements that can be obtained by combining these query types.We constructed Boolean queries using the query texts and combined these as separatequeries with Tx queries using the #sum operator. Boolean, Tx and their combined repre-sentations were then processed separately on the combined document index �le. The resultsare given in Table 8. Precision (% change) { 50 queriesRecall BOOL Tx Combined10 55.6 63.8 (+14:8) 59.7 (+7:5)20 44.4 50.2 (+13:2) 47.9 (+7:9)30 37.5 38.2 (+1:7) 40.6 (+8:1)40 29.8 28.6 (�3:9) 32.3 (+8:4)50 25.9 23.5 (�9:2) 27.2 (+5:0)60 21.3 17.9 (�15:9) 22.6 (+6:3)70 17.1 13.3 (�22:4) 18.1 (+6:1)80 10.6 9.9 (�6:7) 13.9 (+30:6)90 6.4 5.9 (�6:9) 8.4 (+31:2)100 1.5 1.8 (+15:1) 1.9 (+23:4)average 25.0 25.3 (+1:2) 27.3 (+9:0)Table 8: Combining Boolean and Tx query typesThe results show signi�cant improvements from the combination. In earlier experiments



19with the inference net model, however, much better improvements have been reported forthe CACM collection (Turtle & Croft, 1991a). The di�erence is probably mostly due to thenature of the test collections, in that the INSPEC collection is much larger. Another wayof looking at these results is that, in the absence of Boolean queries, similar results can beobtained by probabilistic processing of Tx queries alone.In Table 8, the interpretation of Boolean queries is probabilistic, which has been shown toperform much better than exact-match interpretation in earlier experiments (Turtle, 1990).In Table 9 we show the di�erence between the exact-match (E-BOOL) and probabilisticinterpretation of Boolean queries (P-BOOL) used in these experiments, for the INSPEC testcollection. Precision (% change) { 50 queriesRecall E-BOOL P-BOOL10 39.1 55.6 (+42:3)20 29.4 44.4 (+51:0)30 23.7 37.5 (+58:3)40 15.9 29.8 (+87:1)50 11.1 25.9 (+133:1)60 8.4 21.3 (+154:6)70 5.5 17.1 (+209:9)80 2.2 10.6 (+378:6)90 0.9 6.4 (+605:9)100 0.4 1.5 (+278:3)average 13.7 25.0 (+83:1)Table 9: Exact match and probabilistic interpretation of Boolean queriesWe constructed a weighted sum query (#wsum) of keywords by assigning weights toindividual keywords on a scale of two importance levels - very important and less important,based on a careful analysis of the natural language queries. This weighted sum query wascombined with the Tx as a separate query using the probabilistic sum operator. The resultsof processing these three query �les (WTERM, Tx and the combined query strategy �le)on the combined document index �le is given in Table 10. It can be seen that signi�cantimprovements can be obtained by combining these query types.While constructing the weighted term queries, we also considered whether di�erent scalesof term weights made any di�erence to search results. In addition to assigning weights ona scale of two importance levels (very important and less important), we also separately



20Precision (% change) { 50 queriesRecall WTERM Tx Combined10 64.3 63.8 (�0:8) 68.3 (+6:2)20 52.1 50.2 (�3:6) 57.0 (+9:4)30 44.0 38.2 (�13:4) 47.7 (+8:4)40 34.1 28.6 (�16:2) 37.0 (+8:4)50 28.7 23.5 (�18:1) 30.5 (+6:2)60 23.0 17.9 (�22:1) 24.2 (+5:1)70 17.5 13.3 (�24:2) 18.4 (+5:3)80 13.5 9.9 (�26:5) 14.6 (+8:7)90 7.5 5.9 (�21:0) 7.9 (+6:0)100 1.7 1.8 (+6:2) 2.0 (+20:5)average 28.7 25.3 (�11:7) 30.8 (+7:4)Table 10: Combining weighted term and Tx query typesassigned three level weights - very important, moderately important and less important.The results are given in Table 11. It appears that a scale of two weights perform as wellas a scale of three weights. These results also show that the inclusion of weights resultsin only very small (and not signi�cant) improvements relative to the unweighted keywordquery. This is consistent with a result reported in (Croft & Das, 1990) and suggests thatmore experiments are required to determine if user-supplied weights are an important partof query formulation. Precision (% change) { 50 queriesRecall KW(No weights) KW (3 weights) KW(2 weights)10 64.3 64.2 (�0:1) 64.3 (+0:1)20 53.6 51.8 (�3:3) 52.1 (�2:7)30 41.7 42.8 (+2:7) 44.0 (+5:6)40 31.9 34.2 (+7:1) 34.1 (+7:0)50 27.1 28.4 (+5:0) 28.7 (+6:1)60 22.3 22.7 (+1:8) 23.0 (+3:2)70 16.9 17.1 (+1:3) 17.5 (+3:5)80 12.1 13.4 (+10:6) 13.5 (+11:2)90 7.1 7.4 (+4:4) 7.5 (+5:2)100 1.6 1.7 (+2:4) 1.7 (+2:1)average 27.9 28.4 (+1:9) 28.7 (+2:8)Table 11: Two and three levels of term importance



215 ConclusionBased on the results in Section 4, we can accept the �rst two hypotheses that, by treatingmanual and automatic index representations in queries and documents as sources of evidence,signi�cant improvements in retrieval e�ectiveness can be obtained by combining these sourcesof evidence in the inference net probabilistic retrieval model. We can also accept the thirdhypothesis that by combining di�erent query types we can obtain results that are much bettercompared to using them on their own. The best performance was obtained using all threerepresentations (controlled vocabulary, keywords and text) for both queries and documents,with the relative contribution of the controlled vocabulary representation downweighted.User weighting of query terms was not shown to have a signi�cant bene�t.These results are consistent with, and complementary to, early investigations of similarhypotheses (Katzer et al., 1982; Saracevic & Kantor, 1988; Turtle, 1990; Belkin et al., 1993).The fact that the results reported in this paper for the combined index and query represen-tations are much better than those reported in earlier experiments using the INSPEC testcollection (Salton & Buckley, 1988; Fox & Koll, 1988) supports the view that the INQUERYframework provides a very e�ective way of implementing this approach to retrieval.We believe these results have practical implications for operational information retrievalsystems in the sense that by adapting probabilistic retrieval techniques they could morefully exploit the di�erent `clues' that exist in documents and natural language descriptionsof user information needs. The perceived computational complexity of best-match retrievalmodels have been an hindrance for their use in large scale information services until recently(Rajashekar, 1988). Given the processing capabilities of present day workstations, the avail-ability of inexpensive storage options, and the demonstrated e�cient implementation of thesemodels (Turtle & Croft, 1991b; Harman & Candela, 1991), the situation is ripe for wideruse of these techniques.AcknowledgmentsThis work was supported in part by a UNDP fellowship held by the �rst author at theUniversity of Massachusetts, Amherst, U.S.A. during Sept 1992 to Feb 1993. Additionalsupport was provided by the NSF Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval at Amherst.The authors acknowledge the very useful suggestions made by the reviewers.
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25Appendix 1Portions of a completed SDI pro�le form are reproduced here illustrating the variety of`clues' obtained from the users about their information needs.NATIONAL CENTRE FOR SCIENCE INFORMATIONIndian Institute of Science, Bangalore - 560 012 (India)S.D.I. User Pro�le Information SheetPro�le No. : B01101. Area of Investigation : Viral vaccines; Tissue culture vaccines.2. Project Title : Development of Japanese Encephalitis Virus Vaccine.3. Project Details (Pl. underline important terms) :(a) Objectives :- Development of Killed Japanese Encephalitis virus vaccine using tissue culture source.- Studies on the development of live attenuated JE virus vaccine.- Comparison of immunological response of JE virus vaccine against Indian strains.(b) Methods adopted, instruments used, applications envisaged :- Use of formalin for virus inactivation.- Concentration of vaccine by ultra�lteration.- Immunisation of humans/animals.(c) Any other useful information regarding the project :- Chick embryo culture(CEC),Vero, MKTC and BHK-21 cell cultures used for vaccinepurpose.- Safety tests of vaccine in vivo/in vitro.- Potency assay of vaccines.4. Give titles and references of any two published papers, which are directly relevant to yourproject :(a) Singh, B., I.K. Chin Chang and W. McD. Hammon (1973). Semi-commercial scaleproduction of JBE virus vaccines from tissue culture [Applied Microbiol, 25(6), 945-51].(b) Guskey, Louis E. and Howard M. Jenkin (1975). Adaptation of BHK-21 cells to growthin shaker culture and subsequent challenge by JBE virus [Applied Microbiol, 30(3),433-38].



265. List below Subject Terms to be used for computer search :Most important terms Alternate terms/ Synonyms1. Japanese encephalitis Encephalitis, JapaneseB JE JBE2. Tissue culture Cells, culturedCell culture, Cell linePrimary cultureSuspension culture3. Mosquito-borne virus/virion/viruses ArbovirusFlavivirus4. Vaccine/Vaccines VaccinationImmunisationOther terms Alternate terms/ Synonyms5. Mass cultivation Mass cultureMass production6. Inactivated InactivationKilled7. Attenuated AttenuationLive8. Adjuvants ImmunoadjuvantsImmunologic adjuvantsImmunoactivatorsImmunopotentiatorsPotentiators9. Stabilises10. Potency assay BioassayBiological assayImmunoassay11. Epidemic12. Replication, Virus13. Concentration, Virus14. Puri�cation, Virus15. Lyphilisation, Virus16. Haemagglutination Hemagglutination17. Titration, Virus18. Complement �xation19. Plaque reduction20. Neutralisation6. Suggest which of the above terms are to be considered alone and which to be consideredtogether for searching. Give as many associations as you like. Indicate the associations usingterm numbers. For e.g., 1 and 2; 2,3 and 6; 2,4 and 9; etc.



271,2; 2,3; 2,4; 1,5; 1,6; 1,7; 1,10; 1,11; 1,12; 1,13; 1,14; 1,15;1,16; 1,17; 1,18; 1,19; 1,20; 3,5; 3,6; 3,7; 4,8; 4,9;7. How many papers do you expect to be published in your research area per month?Less than ten.


